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With our innovative new PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered 
boards, your customers can experience a decorative surface 
solution that meets all their demands—then goes a step further. 
We’re combining the most sought after properties of our highest-
quality products. Our velvety-soft matte and fingerprint-resistant 
PerfectSense Matt surface enhances our exceptionally authentic 
embossed-in-register Feelwood woodgrain textures, with even 
more natural color play and depth. 

This matte lacquered surface makes PerfectSense Feelwood 
suitable for all vertical applications. Its heat and moisture 
resistance stand up to the performance needs of kitchen and 
bathroom settings, so you can bring the natural look and feel 
of wood into nearly any space.
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With this innovation, EGGER takes the natural look and feel of 
wood-based products to a completely new level. This achievement 
has already received two awards: PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered 
boards received the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2021, and were 
also named “Winner” at the German Innovation Awards 2021.

An excellent product innovation

Our innovation reflects the trend of matte,  

oiled real wood surfaces. It displays a 

naturalness never before achieved on  

a sustainable wood-based coreboard. 
 
Klaus Monhoff Head of Decor and Design Management, EGGER Group

“
”
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Explore surfaces  
 that engage the senses.

Discover our captivating assortment of six exclusive trend decors,  
all with matching edge banding.

H1760 TM28
Grey Noble Chestnut

The elegance of H1760 TM28 Grey Noble Chestnut is 
beautifully enhanced by mother-of-pearl pigments. 

»
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H1186 TM37
Dark Brown Garonne Oak

H3180 TM37
Brown Halifax Oak

Black pores and cracks give H1186 TM37  
Dark Brown Garonne Oak its character.

The typical wind cracks provide  
H3180 TM37 Brown Halifax Oak its 
recognizable, striking naturalness.

»

»
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H3149 TM37 
Smoked Riffian Oak

With its planked look and subtle sapwood 
elements, H3311 TM28 Bleached Cuneo Oak 

adds an aura of Scandinavian naturalness 
to any room.

 Thanks to its natural elements, H3149 TM37 
Smoked Riffian Oak embraces the PureNature trend.

»

»
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H3311 TM28
Bleached Cuneo Oak

U999 TM28
Black

U999 TM28 Black displays the authentic 
texture of solid wood to create a versatile 
decor that is suitable for elegant accents 
or as a showcase element.»
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Product properties  
at a glance These matte, velvety-soft lacquered surfaces with embossed-in-register 

(EIR) Feelwood textures are even closer to nature and leave an impression 
with their authentic look and feel. Thanks to the low gloss level, these wood 
reproductions offer a more natural color play and reflective nature.

Our matte lacquering system creates a 
fingerprint-resistant surface that is touchable 
and easy to clean.

without PerfectSense Matt lacquer system with PerfectSense Matt lacquer system

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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Product structure Protective film

Primer

UV top coat

Impregnated decorative paper

Eurospan E1E05 TSCA P2 CE

Soda kraft paper

Soda kraftpaper

Impregnated decorative paper

More information available at www.egger.com/ecofacts

More transparency: 

29% recycled material 
42% by-products from the sawing industry  
and pre-consumer recycled wood 
29% fresh resources

89% materials from renewable resources 
11% materials from fossil resources

100% verified legal wood origin 
61% of which certified

68% regional wood origin

YOUR ADVANTAGES

Visual and Tactile Effects
 � Velvety-soft matte lacquered finish paired with 

embossed-in-register (EIR) Feelwood textures
 � Very low gloss level
 � More natural color play with greater contrast 

and depth 
 � Even closer to nature’s version

Surface properties
 � Resistant to conventional stains
 � Suitable for many cleaning agents
 � Heat and moisture resistant

Fingerprint resistance
 � Virtually no fingerprint residue
 � Reduced cleaning effort
 � Particularly advantageous for dark decors

Available textures
 � TM28 Feelwood Nature Matt
 � TM37 Feelwood Rift Matt
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http://www.egger.com/ecofacts
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Bathrooms remain light, but not necessarily white. The matte look of H1760 TM28 Grey Noble Chestnut  
perfectly matches the gray sink here, and its pearlescent shimmer conveys value.

The timeless look of this room is enhanced by the authentic 
H3311 TM28 Bleached Cuneo Oak. Matte and high-gloss  
U961 PM/PG Graphite Grey provide contrasting accents.

 H3311 TM28

 U961 PM

 H1760 TM28

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

http://www.egger.com/h3311-tm28
http://www.egger.com/u961-pm
http://www.egger.com/h1760-tm28
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The juxtaposition of luxury ambience with 
the rustic plank look of the H3149 TM37 
Smoked Riffian Oak can aptly be described 
as “Natural Luxury.” U999 PM Black lends 
a feeling of modernity and high quality.

 U961 PG  U961 PM

 U999 PM

 H3149 TM37

http://www.egger.com/u961-pg
http://www.egger.com/u961-pm
http://www.egger.com/u999-pm
http://www.egger.com/h3149-tm37
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When it comes to enjoying time off after hours, minimalism and 
balanced contrasts are in demand. In the process, U999 TM28 Black 
provides a surprising effect. Seen from a distance, the surface appears 
as a solid color. Only on closer inspection does the light wooden 
appearance come into view, creating a perfect interplay of nature 
and elegance – and with a practical fingerprint-resistant property. 
U999 Black in PerfectSense Premium Matt and Premium Gloss lends 
a very modern, high-quality feeling.

 U999 TM28

 U999 PM

 U999 TM28

http://www.egger.com/u999-tm28
http://www.egger.com/u999-pm
http://www.egger.com/u999-tm28
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The combination in this room shows natural contrasts. H1186 TM37 Dark Brown Garonne Oak 
delivers exceptional depth thanks to the matte lacquer finish. This decor achieves a naturalness 
not seen before in dark woods, with lightness in the base and darkness through the grain. 
It is complemented quite nicely by the light F416 ST10 Beige Textile.

 F416 ST10

 H1186 TM37

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 13

http://www.egger.com/f416-st10
http://www.egger.com/h1186-tm37
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Contemporary kitchens are designed to be spacious. They form the central 
meeting point in every home, connecting other rooms such as the dining 
room, living room and study. In these generous spaces, dark colors are 
gaining popularity, similar to Italian design.

Here, H3180 TM37 Brown Halifax Oak’s matte surface displays black cracks 
and knots in their full color effect. It combines perfectly with U999 PM Black, 
for a dramatic but welcoming effect.

 H3180 TM37

 EPL127
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http://www.egger.com/h3180-tm37
http://www.egger.com/epl127
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The matte-textured PerfectSense Feelwood surface 
of U999 TM28 Black offers a modern look with an 
authentic texture in this kitchen in Aurach, Austria.

 U999 TM28

PerfectSense Feelwood 
lacquered boards and 
PerfectSense Premium 
Matt and Premium Gloss 
have both been awarded a 
“Winner” German Design 
Award for their outstanding 
design quality. 

http://www.egger.com/u999-tm28
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